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Description of original concept

The WP-CAVE concept consists of mainly the following parts:

A central nearly spherical cave of diameter 40 m is excavated in rock and
the waste fuel is placed in this cave. It can store approximately 350 tons of
fuel after 10 years of intermediate storage, Figure 1.

The production of heat is then our first problem to handle. I will show in
Figures 1 and 2 how we solved it by placing the canisters in concrete balls,
which are placed at the bottom of a stack inside the cave. The upper part
of the stack and the remaining space of the cave are filled by similar
empty balls, giving a certain percentage of voids. By natural convection
the heat is transferred and well distributed within the cave and into the
rock mass around it. The temperature will reach a maximum of 200°C in
the rock - which will have no practical consequence for the stability of the
rock.

The second problem is to prevent the groundwater from coming into
contact with the contaminated cave and surrounding rock body. This is
solved by the excavation of an approximately 5 m wide slot around the rock
body outside the central cave and by the filling of this with a suitable
mixture of quartz-sand and bentonite clay. In this way we create a highly
impermeable barrier all around the cave and the inner rock body, Figure 3.

The excavation of the slot and refill with the bentonite-quartz sand is
made according to methods proven for many years in our mines, the
cut-and-f ill mining methods.

It seems resonable to place the WP-CAVE at a depth of about 250 m. It
will then be well protected against weapon effects, earthquakes, new
glaciation periods, etc...
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The access to the central cave is provided through the inclined tunnel
which is also used during the construction stage.

The waste fuel is lowered through the central shaft which can be sealed.

This was the original concept, Figure 4.

2. Development

The WP-CAVE was - in the shape shown in Figure 4 - first presented and
published in the Rockstore 1977 proceedings. It has since then been
presented in several countries and continuously improved. Various analyses
of the concept have been made by Swedish and American Technical
Universities.

We have as an example designed an extra safety zone outside the clay
barrier by drilling a curtain of drainage holes between the loops of the
inclined helical tunnel. Thereby we have created a "hydraulic cage" by
which we can have complete control of the surrounding groundwater. This
is a great advantage in the long-run perspective, Figure 5.

Lately we have also developed a completely new design of the stack and of
the feeding and location of the canisters. This will allow storage and easy
retrieval of them. This new design might increase the storage capacity up
to approximately 1,500 tons, which corresponds to storing the waste from
about 5 year's operation of 10 reactors of 1,000 MW each.

3. Special Features and Advantages of WP-CAVE

a) No special requirements on the rock quality. Cracks and fissures are
allowed. This fact has as a consequence that investigations in order to
find a rock which does not have cracks, is not so important. I t will be
easier to find suitable locations for the repositories (preferably close to
the reactors).

b) Isolated from the groundwater.

c) Good resistance against earthquake effects, war activities, etc...

d) The canisters can be made of thin inexpensive material - since
WP-CAVE is a dry repository for a very long period.

e) Good retrievability for hundreds of years can be achieved,

f ) Short interim storage can be allowed.

g) Construction methods are well known and costs under control.
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4. Accepted Concept

The WP-CAVE concept is now recognized by the Swedish Authorities as an
interesting alternative to the KB5 system, and funds have been allocated to
the continued research of the WP-CAVE.

5. Remark*

The idea of the presentation of the repository concept at this seminar is to
show that, if this concept is applied, the research does not need to deal
with cracks in the rock or with groundwater problems or seismic zones and
so on, to the same extent as hitherto. We seem to be able to make
ourselves independent of these uncertainties.

However, more research is needed about some problems, for instance the
heat balance and the heat transport in the rock, the behaviour of heated
rock, the properties of the clay barrier, and the integrated function of the
whole system of storage as such.

Finally, looking into the future, we can see here, in Figure 6, a vision of
the repository serving two reactors located underground with a safety
tunnel to protect against a core melt. We also see the turbine and
generator halls, the intermediate storage, and a WP-CAVE repository for
the final, high level waste storage. All components are located underground
- well protected.
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Figure 1

Heat stack and ball filling in spherical cavern (cross-section).

This is an outline of a possible design. Other shapes and

dimensions of rock cavern, heat stack and concrete balls may

be more practical in a certain case depending on diameter, length,

weight, power and number of waste canisters to be stored. Balls

inside stack are retrievable. Balls outside stack (non-retrievable)

prevent mechanical collapse of cavern (as caused by compressive
thermal stresses in rock wall). Uniform temperature in cavern is

obtained through natural convection
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Figure .2

Concrete ball with sloping holes for porous mounting of waste

canisters. This is an outline of a possible design. Other shapes

and dimensions of ball and holes and another number of holes per

ball may be more practical in a certain case. An initial heating

power of about 10 kW per loaded ball is foreseen. One ball of

dimensions shown weighs about 50 tons. Arrangement for remote

handling (through shaft) of ball is indicated
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Figure 3

Construction Stages 1 to 6 for isolation slot (to be filled

with clay compound). Helical transportation tunnel (Figure 4)

is not shown in this figure
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Figure 4

Artist1* overall-view of WP-CAVE for underground storage and

disposal of high-level radioactive waste (reprocessed or not).

Clay barrier isolates storage room from groundwater flow. One

WP-CAVE can accommodate one year»'s unreprocessed waste from

about 12 nuclear 1000 MWe reactors assuming 10 years of interim

storage from time of removal of spent fuel from reactor
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ENERGY PRODUCTION IN A CLOSED CIRCUIT UNDER GROUND

Figure 6


